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This workshop will cover: 

1. Questions you can answer with 
monitoring, through examples 

2. Other things you need to know 

 

 



Part 1: Questions you can answer 
with monitoring 

Either it’s drying out well  

or  

If not drying as expected, why and what can we do about it. 



Examples Taken from Two IWI Case Studies 

Low vapour resistance PU Spray Foam 
100+50mm between studs 

Wood Fibre 
100mm 

230mm brick  
230mm brick  

Intello vapour barrier 

Plasterboard and skim 

Exterior Exterior 

Projects courtesy of 
Simmonds.Mills Architects 



Wall build-ups used 

PU Spray Foam 

Wood Fibre  



Questions 

• How much moisture is in the wall, the starting ‘reservoir’? 

• Are walls drying out, how fast?   

• Is it drying steadily or is it occasionally re-wetted? 

• Is there any rot risk and if so where? 

• What’s the effectiveness of DPC’s 

• Are joist ends in good condition? 

• What’s the condition and effect of capillary active materials? 

• What’s the temperature across different building assemblies 

• What’s the humidity in crawl spaces and basements? 

 

 

But with a bit of calculation you can answer much more in-depth questions ….. 

WME No 
Calcs 



In Depth Questions 
Answered for each case study, or provided the data to answer it 

     Risks 

• Is there any mould risk and if so where?  

• How does mould risk change over time? 
 

Mechanisms 

• How likely is interstitial condensation from internal moisture? What time of 
year? How big is this effect and should we be concerned? 

• Is rain adding much moisture to the wall? 

• In what layer of the wall is the moisture greatest and where is capillary action 
taking it? 

• Are there any difference in the evaporation for treated and untreated walls? 
What’s the effect of diffusion membranes? 

• What’s the effect of sun on IWI systems? 

• What’s the effect of EWI on masonry? 

• Is it drying inwards or outwards and is there a specific time of day when it is 
greatest? 



How likely is interstitial condensation from internal moisture?  
What time of year?  

Wood Fibre IWI  PU Spray Foam IWI 

Glaser Method using measured data for internal and external RH/Temp 



How fast is the wall drying out?   
Is it drying steadily or is it occasionally re-wetted? 

 

 
Is rain adding much moisture to the wall?  Is there any rot risk and if so where? 
How much interstitial condensation are we getting and should we be concerned? 
What’s the effectiveness of DPC’s.   

(a) interface, untreated brick 
 
(a) interface, treated brick 
 

(b) timber studwork 

 

Solid brick wall with PU spray foam IWI 



How fast is the wall drying out?   
Is it drying steadily or is it occasionally re-wetted? 

 

 

Wood fibre behind treated brick. 
Starts descending in Feb, same as for the foam 

 
How fast is the wall drying out? Is it drying steadily or is it occasionally re-wetted? 
Is rain adding much moisture to the wall? How much interstitial condensation are we getting and 
should we be concerned? What’s the condition and effect of capillary active materials? Is there 
any rot risk and if so where? Are joist ends in good condition?  
 

Solid brick wall with wood fibre IWI 



In what layer of the wall is the moisture greatest and where is capillary 
action taking it?   How much of a moisture reservoir is there? 

WME profiles through 
the wall 



Is there any mould risk and if so where? 
First method – using just RH and substrate from Part F guidelines  

 



Is there any mould risk and if so where?  
Second Method: using measured mould growth rates from Sedlbauer 

 
Wood Fibre PU Spray Foam 

Sedlbauer for Cat. II substrates, “Building materials with porous structure such as renderings, mineral building 
material, certain woods as well as insulation material”.  
Cat. I substrates are Wallpaper, plaster, cardboard, and other biodegradable materials such as woodfibre. 

 



How does mould risk change over time? 

Mould on treated brick stops growing 

And eventually dies 

Mould on untreated 
brick just keeps 
growing 

Timber studwork is about the same 
In both cases 

Mould Risk                     



Are there any difference in the evaporation for treated and untreated walls? 
Foam IWI treated and untreated with hydrophobic brick cream 

Can compare with  
• other projects,  
• other locations within 

the same project  
• different times of year   
• different times of day 



Is there a specific time of day when diffusion is greatest? 
Diffusion from measured vapour pressure and wall build up 

What’s the effect of diffusion membranes? 
What’s the effect of sun on IWI systems? 
What’s the effect of EWI on masonry? 



Is the wall drying inwards or 
outwards? 

Figures are in litres/m2 over 36 months (using 
estimated internal vapour pressures for the red 
arrows). 
 
Process is very similar for both, wall 
is mostly drying outwards in both cases. 
 
More vapour is involved in the  
Untreated wall. 



Further Actions 

• Remedial action is cheaper if detected at an earlier stage 

• Identifying the mechanisms and drying pattern allows you to anticipate 
future problems in this and other projects 

 

This is covered in great depth in the new AECB Retrofit course, there’s a lot of 
theory and we have about 10 case studies covering the mechanisms. 

 

Previous slides show the depth of understanding we have gone to. 

 



Part 2: Loggers, gateways and 
how to install them 



When to Log 

• new build 

• Retrofits for ‘safer’ external Wall 
Insulation (EWI) installations but 
see exceptions opposite 

 

Probably not critical                      Logging Recommended 
• IWI (Internal Wall Insulation ) 

retrofit installations or part 
installations 

• EWI retrofit installations (External 
Wall Insulation ) where there are 
other influences that cannot be 
ruled out e.g. from ground 
moisture, rainwater leaks, 
moisture bypasses, historically 
damp walls, hygroscopic salts 
present, where there are 
compromises in the design or 
concerns about installation 
quality…quite a lot of exceptions 
after all! 

 

Not required where design 
is ideal, from a moisture 
point of view 

Or to summarise: 



Sensors 

Loggers: Temperature and RH through an air sensor  
Moisture Content of wood (called WME if not in wood) 
through their mounting screws 

2 types of Gateway: 
with and without a SIM 
card.  Without a SIM is 
much simpler. 



1. Installing the sensors 

From the installation instructions: 
• Battery life 15-45 years with 1 hour logging, shorter with 

5min logging.  They can arrive with either 5min or 1hr 
logging interval, You should change it to 1 hour, 
Omnisence in the USA can remotely change it for you on 
request. 

• Distance nominally up to 100m from the gateway but this 
is hard to predict especially when embedded in materials 

• Antenna you must unfold it for best reception about ½” 
from the cover 

• Screws use those provided, don’t use your own 
• Keep a record of the ID, you’ll need this to assign a name 

to the logger 
 

http://www.omnisense.com/oms_cds/media/sensor_installat
ion_instructions.pdf 



Fit directly into timber. 
Self tapping. No changes to the legs. 

Photo credit: Mischa Hewitt Photo credit: Simmonds Mills 



For the best information, 
install the sensors in cross-
sections of the wall.   
 
One should be on the 
insulation- masonry 
interface (shown here prior 
to insulation install).  The 
wall has been parged to 
reduce the likelihood of 
mould. 



Sensor locations 

• Include the highest risk area, for IWI 
the interface between internal 
insulation and the brick wall 

 

• For any diffusion calculations (this is a 
service we offer) you will also need an 
internal sensor and an external sensor 
under some kind of cover (e.g. high 
density EPS) 

 

• Useful to know RH behind any 
membrane e.g. when comparing 
intelligent v. impermeable membranes 



In masonry the feet can be 
shortened and put in parallel to 
the wall face … 

Photo credit: Mischa Hewitt 

… or at right angles to the wall face 



Can also be mounted on blocks of wood embedded in wall  
• Advantage: you can get a true moisture content because readings are 

calibrated to different wood types 
• Disadvantage: if the location gets damp, you could be introducing 

mould or rot into the wall. 



2a. Installing a Non SIM Gateway 

Has one aerial to pick up signal from loggers 
 
1. Install sensors 
2. Plug network cable into house broadband 
3. Plug into mains 
 
It doesn’t have to be matched with the 
sensors, it will listen out for and record any 
within range. 



2b. Installing a SIM Gateway 
Non – SIM version 
Has an extra aerial to send info via a SIM card. 
You will need APN, PIN, username and password 
1. Install sensors  
2. Unscrew case of gateway (small crosshead screwdriver), 

untighten screws for USB mobile broadband stick and 
insert SIM (small crosshead screwdriver), replace case. 

3. Plug gateway into mains 
4. Plug laptop into gateway with Ethernet cable  
5. Open a web browser and type in http://omnisense   

(there’s no www. ) using “root” as the username and 
the Gateway serial number as the password           

6. 6. Follow the manual instructions for entering the 
information 

  EE  GiffGaff 
APN  everywhere giffgaff.com 
PIN  1111       - 
username   eesecure       - 
Password  secure       - 

 

http://omnisense/


Log in via  
www.omnisence.com  
 
All your existing sites 
are displayed 

3. Adding 
Another Site 

http://www.omnisence.com/


Enter the 
information for 
the new site 



Check which of 
those you have 
given login info to 
should have access 
to this new site 



Enter the Gateway 
ID:– its on the back of 
the Gateway as 
shown 

Enter a name 



You will then 
return to the main 
list with your new 
site added to it 

To delete a site 
click on the 
relevant Edit and 
use the delete 
button. 

Useful 
instructions! 



4. How to view your data 

Click on “sensors” 
for that site 



A table is shown. 
 
Click on a name to 
edit it. 
 
Click on a reading to 
view a graph of it. 
 



Last few days of 
readings shown 

Choose longer date 
range.. 

And add more 
readings by ticking 
them (you may have 
to scroll), then press 
Refresh 



Finished Graph, 
but limited to raw 
sensor readings.  
 
For calculations 
you will have to 
download the 
data:  
Mould risk, 
Evaporation Rate 
Diffusion Rate  



Part 2: Other things you need to 
know 



What’s the difference between 
Moisture content and WME? 

• Moisture content is a measure of the % of moisture in the 
wood, usually by weight, depending on the species 

• In other materials (Wood Moisture Equivalent WME by GE,) it 
only gives a very rough idea 

• Values seem to vary too much in other materials to give a 
reliable result.  Nevertheless, if we are getting a WME of 30% 
we can guess it is damp, unless it has salts 

 



How accurate are moisture readings? 
• Moisture content is accurate to a few percent in wood 

• If there are any salts present then the reading will be greatly affected: 
chlorides, sulphates, nitrates and carbonates form salts such as gypsum 
(calcium sulphate, CaSO4) and sodium sulphate (Na2SO4).  Look for signs or 
use a salt test kit. 

 
• Even in wood the species and 

temperature should be taken 
into account. Calibration table 
comes with the meter        

www.emlab.com/m/store/Protimeter%
20Calibration%20Tables%20for%20Wo
od.pdf 

 



How accurate are the readings? 

English Oak 



Temperature correction 
0.5% for every 5C below 
20C 

Not very accurate above 
25-30% 



Formula for Vapour Pressure 


